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Introduction
The advent of the Internet and of the cloud-computing trend have led to the development of various forms of virtual collaboration in which the organizations are trying to exploit the facilities of the network to achieve higher utilization of their resources. In this collaborative networked environment, enterprises are developing business areas dedicated to the purpose of finding and complying with the best set of partners and suppliers for solutions that are aligned with the enterprise's strategy. Enterprise integration, interoperability and networking are some of the major disciplines that are enabling companies to improve collaboration and communication in the most effective way (Panetto and Cecil 2013) .
To be able to perform, enterprises need to exchange information, whether this exchange is internal (among departments of the enterprise), external (among the enterprise or part of it and an external party), or both. Enterprise Interoperability (EI) is thus defined as the ability of an enterprise to seamlessly exchange information in all the above cases, ensuring the understanding of the exchanged information in the same way by all the involved parties (Li et al. 2006) . Large enterprises accomplish this by setting market standards and leading their supply chain to comply with these standards. Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) usually don't have the empowerment to do so, and are therefore more sensible to the oscillations of the environment that involves them, which leads them to the need to constantly change to interoperate with their surrounding ecosystem. Sustainable EI (SEI) is thus defined as the ability of maintaining and enduring the interoperability along the enterprise systems and applications' life cycle. Achieving a SEI in this context requires a continuous maintenance and iterative effort to adapt to new conditions and partners, and a constant check of the status and maintaining existing interoperabilities .
EI concerns alignment or common understanding in various forms and levels, from middleware (e.g., signalling, interfaces, and platforms) to semantics (e.g., concepts, taxonomies, and relationships), workflows and methodologies, solutions and business visions. EI can be challenged either because a new enterprise which joined the ecosystem introduces new conditions, or because one of the existing enterprises has made a change in the existing interoperable environment.
As the number of enterprises in the ecosystem grows and interoperability becomes more complex, any change may result in the loss of the interoperable environment and therefore to a "downtime" period where there is no business. When trying to regain interoperability, e.g., due to a new concept, an enterprise may decide to establish a particular peer-topeer interoperable hub (e.g., translator, adapter) and isolate it from the others, or it may decide to adopt the new concept. The first option has the disadvantage of allowing the coexistence of different concepts in the same enterprise, which will end up in problems e.g., due to reuse and team rotation. The latter option has the danger of triggering a chain-reaction of changes in the network until all of them adopt the new concept, which may be desirable or not.
The main issue is that the number of options and decisions towards interoperability that need to be taken is escalating in number and importance, and these decisions have and increasing influence on the evolution of the enterprise business. This paper recommends negotiations as the proper way to resolve these discrepancies. Negotiations allow a proper formalisation of the SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats), while presenting the various alternative solutions. It also enables a clear definition of criteria (e.g., impact, downtime, cost, alignment with enterprise strategy, new markets) for the selection of a particular solution, providing a strong justification for reaching mature choices.
Negotiations are sets of complex actions (e.g., creation of a new proposal, evaluation of proposals by acceptance or rejection), some of which may occur in parallel. In a negotiation, multiple participants exchange and take decisions in multiple phases over a set of multiple attributes of the negotiation objects (e.g., price, size, quality). In order to formalise and model the negotiation processes, the metaphor of Interaction Abstract Machines (IAMs) is adopted (Cretan et al. 2012a ). This approach allows the modelling of the evolution of multiple negotiation phases in parallel and including non-deterministic aspects.
The negotiation process towards interoperability needs to be supported by a flexible and consistent set of collaboration tools. A major improvement in the last decade on this field was achieved by the development of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) (Relvas et al. 2008) . Web Services have reshaped the existing concepts of solution deployment and provisioning, and paved the way for other important concepts using the same paradigm, like functional discovery and subscription in common repositories, orchestration and composition of services into more complex ones (Coutinho et al. 2012) , thus creating highly modular and flexible solutions as required.
While SOA is meaningful in terms of solutions flexibility, it has limitations with respect to deployment. The advent of distributed computing complements SOA to deal with scalability issues, and the emergent cloud-based solutions are the exponent of this development.
This paper proposes a framework that offers negotiation mechanisms to support the sustainability of interoperability in business-to-business interactions, in networked enterprise environments. Additionally, the presented approach tackles the issue of semantic heterogeneity of such an environment by introducing ontologies as the main support in the negotiation process. "Problem space and research challenges" section describes the problem space and the research challenges concerning the described problem. "Literature review" section presents the theoretical background used on this research. "Collaborative negotiation framework" section proposes the collaborative negotiation framework in the context of EI, and "Negotiation coordination model" section describes the negotiation coordination model. "Methodology-based negotiation for sustainability of EI" section presents the proposed methodology for sustainability of EI, while "Business case scenario for framework validation" section analyses the application of the proposed methodology into a real business case scenario. Finally, "Conclusions and future work" section presents the conclusions and final considerations.
Problem space and research challenges
The idea presented in this paper is to achieve and to maintain the interoperability not by imposing a new model but by negotiating any change that may occur in the collaborative networked environment within the existing interoperable partners or with the new player towards reaching a better solution. This approach leads to improved solutions for interoperability, standards and best-practices that will benefit all players.
According to the presented approach regarding the negotiation, the participants to a negotiation may propose offers and each participant may decide in an autonomous manner to stop a negotiation either by accepting or by rejecting the received offer. Also, depending on its role in a negotiation (e.g., initiator or guest) a participant may invite new participants in the negotiation process.
For example, we can consider a scenario of distributed autonomous SMEs acting in a furniture sector in a collaborative networked environment. Each SME autonomously manages its contracts, schedules and resources but in order to meet the challenges of a big contract, all the enterprises are willing to cooperate.
However, in this dynamic environment, one of the partners has to leave the network (e.g., due to the change of activity). This change in the system affects all the network partners. Additionally, the departure of a partner will have a strong impact on ongoing contract. Thus, in order to maintain the interoperability of the system, the remaining job must be negotiated among the remaining partners or a new partner may be involved.
The business-to-business interaction context in which these negotiations take place forces us to model the unexpected and the dynamic aspects of this environment. An organization may participate in several parallel negotiations. Each negotiation may end with the acceptance of a contract that will automatically reduce the available resources and it will modify the context for the remaining negotiations. We have modelled this dynamic evolution of the context using the metaphor of Interaction Abstract Machines (IAMs) that allows us to limit the acceptance of a negotiation to the available set of resources (Cretan et al. 2012b ).
Literature review
Ensuring sustainable interoperability among organizations in a networked environment is a crucial factor in order to successfully manage collaborations at all levels: abstract (business); concrete (technology), including
• informational (information vs. data); • functional (activity vs. service); • and behavioural (process vs. workflow).
Outlining the crucial position of information systems (IS) inside an organisation, Benaben et al. (2013) state that the main issue is to ensure that the IS of the partners involved in the collaboration are able to work together to constitute a coherent and homogeneous set of IS-the IS of the collaborative situation. To address this issue, Benaben et al. (2013) and Benaben and Pingaud (2010) propose the Mediation Information System Engineering Project (MISE Project) which aims at providing collaborating organizations with a mediation information system (MIS) able to support the interoperability of a collaborative network. The project takes a modeldriven approach to develop a complete MIS design method, taking into account the semantic reconciliation between business and technical levels.
In the same area, Coutinho et al. (2012) define a framework to support Sustainable Interoperability using Model-Driven Architectures (MDA), Model-Driven Interoperability (MDI), Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) and Ontologies. This framework allows businesses to build higher interknowledge to achieve stronger interoperability. Agostinho et al. (2011) propose a framework which applies MDA transformations to data models to maintain an interoperable peer-topeer (P2P) connection between two applications. According to Panetto (2007) the Model Driven Interoperability (MDI) is considered a major methodology for achieving Enterprise Interoperability (EI), adopting MDA layers for the development of a model-morphism that implements the transformations among different enterprise models in the deployment of interoperable enterprise systems.
Jardim-Goncalves et al. (2012) state that interoperability issues have arisen when using instances of meta-models from different sources, and identify semantic annotation, ontology harmonization, and merging as examples of important methods for the Enterprise Interoperability Science Base (EISB). An enterprise information system is generally composed of a multitude of applications able to answer certain enterprise needs. Izza (2009) considers the integration of enterprise information systems a crucial problem due to the applications composing the information systems of the companies that increasingly require working together. The author states that the heterogeneity of enterprise applications is the major challenge of the integration problem due to the multiple technical, syntactical and semantic conflicts that concern these applications. This requires a mediation process to deal with these differences.
Many research papers (Dutra et al. 2010 ) take the approach of using ontologies to address the semantic integration and interoperability issues, to deal with the semantic heterogeneity of such an environment. Zdravković et al. (2011) takes the approach of semantic enrichment of the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model using Web Ontology Language (OWL), enabling effective knowledge management in supply chain networks and facilitating the semantic interoperability of systems.
To support the continuous evolution of ontologies, Khattak et al. (2011) propose to re-establish the mappings among dynamic ontologies by using the changing history of ontology. This has the benefit of reducing the time required for reconciling mappings among ontologies, compared to already existing systems that completely reinitiate the process.
Also, ontologies play an important role in the development of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) for the semantic web due to the heterogeneity of agents. Thus, Laclavík et al. (2006) state that the lack of the interconnection with semantic web standards such as OWL is the main disadvantage of MAS. In this respect, the authors develop a semantic knowledge agent model that can be used in an agent-based application where such interconnection is needed.
The issue of using a common ontology has been approached in many works, such as the one of Torres and Wijnands (2011) . Although beneficial in many ways, the use of a common ontology becomes much more complex when it deals with multiple application fields in what regards creation, updates and efficient structure. In this respect, Sarraipa et al. (2010b) present MENTOR methodology based on the mediator ontology concept which assists the semantic transformation among each organization's ontology and the referential one. Additionally, the authors (Sarraipa et al. 2010a) propose to use MENTOR as the collaborative ontologybuilding methodology, enriched with Qualitative Information Collection Methods (QICM), in order to improve the approach to elicit knowledge from business domain experts.
The increasing exchange of knowledge, resources and expertise among virtual organisations in a collaborative environment has led to many conflicting situations. For solving the conflicts, different kinds of research approaches have been applied, from automatic resolution (Haya et al. 2006) to mediated resolution approach (Shin et al. 2007 ). Later works (Shin et al. 2008 (Shin et al. , 2010 combine automatic resolution with social mediation for resolving conflicts among users. According to the authors, the automatic resolution approach is used when the decision is simple or close to what all users expects, while the social mediation involves negotiating a resolution, and is performed by recommending possible candidates. It is used when the decision is complex or different from what at least one of the users expects.
The negotiation approach plays a key role in solving the conflicts that may occur in a collaborative dynamic environment (Oliveira and Camarinha-Matos 2012) . However, the inadaptability of agents to evolving negotiation protocols, and the ambiguity of the agents' negotiation term are the main issues that can arise during agent interactions (Dong et al. 2008; Mazuel and Sabouret 2009) . Thus, semantic interoperability is an important issue in a networked enterprise (Jeon et al. 2011) . The same idea of using of ontologies technology in order to settle the knowledge conflicts and to solve semantic ambiguity has been extended into the field of automated negotiation research (Chen et al. 2012) . In this regard, Wang et al. (2011b) propose an ontology-based knowledge representation approach to provide a semantic interoperable environment to realize automatic negotiations in a virtual collaborative environment.
The final goal of the negotiation process consists in reaching a common agreement among parties in order to support possible collaborations. In this respect, Oliva et al. (2010) propose a framework, called SANA (Supporting Artefacts for Negotiation with Argumentation), that incorporates intelligent components able to mediate the agents participating in negotiation to reach an agreement by inferring mutuallyacceptable proposals. This solution of using an artificial intel-ligent mediator can be found in other researches on argumentation based-negotiation, particularly in systems designed for public deliberation (Ahmadi and Charkari 2010; Tolchinsky et al. 2011) . Although beneficial in many ways, the approach of using an intelligent mediator for guiding the participating agents in the decision-making process would limit the autonomy of participants while increasing the power of the mediator. In the later work, (Ahmadi et al. 2011) the proposed e-negotiation system solves the problem of multi-issue negotiations. In addition, the system is based on the multi-agent systems approach in which agents can make autonomous negotiation decisions.
Many recent papers describe the advantages of using negotiation in cloud computing. Thus, Pan (2011) states that the main issue for cloud computing in order to support negotiation is to establish the Service Level Agreement (SLA) between service providers and consumers and proposes a software agent based automated service negotiation framework for on-demand cloud service provision; Wang et al. (2011a) provide a SLA platform in order to help cloud consumers to select most reliable cloud providers and make negotiation process more equitable and convenient; Groléat and Pouyllau (2011) tackled the end-to-end SLA negotiation problem by optimizing long-term revenues of domains while processing dynamically customers' requests. Russ and Walz (2012) propose a multi agent supply chain simulation framework (MACSIMA) that allows the design of large-scale supply network topologies. These are formed by a multitude of autonomous agents that act on behalf of the companies they represent in the supply network. The result of the proposed solution shows that the use of negotiating agents for coordinating a supply network is conditional on the fine tuning of the parameters of the learning mechanism of the agents in order to reach an optimal coordination outcome. The setting of the parameters of the learning mechanism leads to a significant variation of the overall profit and turnover of a supply network. MACSIMA provides all agents with negotiation and learning capabilities that allow the evaluation and simulation of the joint evolution of the price negotiation strategies of the business agents that exchange goods over an electronic business-to-business (B2B) market. Luo et al. (2012) develop a template based knowledge engineering methodology for building automated negotiation systems. The proposed template consists primarily of a generic knowledge model of a main task and a library of modular and reusable templates of subtasks. The different combination of templates can constitute different automated negotiation models. Jazayeriy et al. (2011) provide a review on the progress of soft-computing (SC) techniques used in e-negotiation. Their approach is based on the idea that using a combination of soft computing techniques, such as: Fuzzy Logic (FL), Neural networks (NN), Genetic algorithm (GA) and Probabilistic reasoning (PR) can decrease the complexity of negotiation making it closer to real world negotiation.
Relating to the same idea of constructing a more humanlike agent model, Cao (2012) describes a generic decisionmaking model based on the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent architecture. The negotiation decision-making model proposed can support dynamic selection of the negotiation strategies during the negotiation process. The proposed model can fill the gap between the theory development and the implementation of the negotiation support model.
One problem that could be caused by the constant use of negotiations through interoperability is the existence of deadlocks. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to solve this problem. Qing and Chun (2003) stated that negotiation deadlock on a single issue may occur in multiissue negotiation when agents cannot make a compromise on one of issues. Their strategy for avoiding the deadlock is based on an optimization algorithm for reservation value of multiple issues in bilateral negotiations by using a Reinforcement Learning algorithm which broadens the reserved value of the negotiation and narrows other irrelevant issues. Other approaches tackle the issue of negotiation deadlock by introducing a mediator in the negotiation process such as the proposal of Lin and Chou (2003) . They introduce a mediation mechanism to break the deadlock by supervision from the third party. Other later works, such as Yang et al. (2010) , solve this problem occurring in negotiations without time limit by using an optimization strategy based on a learning method to estimate opponent's weight of their negotiation issue in order to give them full consideration to the issue dependencies.
Related to same area of collaboration processes, conflict prevention and deadlock-free, Huan and Lili (2010) provide a model of dynamic task allocation among multiple agents based on Contractor Network Protocol (CNP) while Liu et al. (2008) present a prototype system of conflict prevention and resolution based on a video conference negotiation strategy.
Collaborative negotiation framework
The proposed Collaborative Framework offers mechanisms to support negotiations in a distributed environment. This includes a set of hierarchically layered and distributed components that implement the rules of the modelled negotiation and also handle the interoperability aspects of the negotiation, as seen on Fig. 1 .
To allow a sustainable, flexible and generic approach towards the implementation of the underlying infrastructure, a Cloud web-service-based platform is proposed for this framework. Considering the current trend on services provisioning and that the complexity of the involved interactions may be from simple to very demanding, the proposed imple-mentation for it encompasses the subscription of cloud-based services for this matter (Software as a Service or SaaS). These highly flexible infrastructures and service provider platforms allow the subscription of simple or more demanding processing according to the negotiation environment needs.
The framework's top layer (Negotiation Manager) is targeted to the Manager of each negotiation party. It handles all business decisions (Cretan 2011 ) that need to be taken (e.g., proposal, acceptance of proposal, rejection of proposal, invite of another party to take part in the negotiation process) and analyses and manages the negotiated parameters, communicating with the lower layers using web-services (Relvas et al. 2008) .
A second layer is dedicated to the Coordination Services (CS) which assist the negotiations at a global level (negotiations with different participants on different jobs) and at a specific level (negotiation on the same job with different participants) handling all issues regarding communication at this layer level (synchronisation among the CS of the several parties that are taking place in the negotiation). The CS shall also handle the on-going transactions and manage the persistence for the status of the negotiation sequences. To improve the interoperability, data shall be exchanged using the standard protocol ISO10303 STEP (Jardim-Goncalves et al. 2006 , 2007 . This layer is also responsible for handling semantic discrepancies between the negotiating parties via the use of one or more ontologies (Sarraipa et al. 2008 ). It may also include an agent-based architecture (Luo et al. 2012) to support the complexities of the negotiation operations through the Middleware layer (Georgantas et al. 2011 ).
These middleware services shall provide support for performing all aspects related with basic infrastructure, and handling the heterogeneity related with multiple negotiation players; it may also include publication of the job requirements and characteristics, in order to allow potential companies interested in participating to "subscribe" to it and be able to enter the negotiation. The middleware layer depends on the type and size of the interaction between the players on the negotiation.
Each negotiation is organised in three main steps: initialisation; refinement of the job under negotiation; and closure (Sycara and Dai 2010) . The initialisation step allows to define what has to be negotiated (Negotiation Object) and how (Negotiation Framework) (Duan et al. 2010 ). In the refinement step, participants exchange proposals on the negotiation object trying to satisfy their constraints (Hu and Deng 2011) . Closure concludes the negotiation.
We can model different negotiation scenarios that can be found in the lifecycles of the business to business negotiations. Some of these scenarios can range from simple cases of selection of possible partners and a direct outsourcing of a job, to more complex scenarios of concurrent negotiations with multiple partners to outsource a non-divided job or con- Fig. 1 The architecture of the collaborative framework current negotiations with the possibility to dynamically split the job during the negotiation.
Negotiation coordination model
This section proposes a formal model to settle and manage the coordination rules of one or more negotiations which can take place in parallel, by describing the basic concepts underlying the model, and the negotiation model using the metaphor of Interaction Abstract Machines (IAMs). The Program Formula is described to define the methods used to manage the parallel evolution of multiple negotiations.
Basic concepts
In this setup, at a local level, the model requires a formal description of the rules of coordination that manage the behaviour of the agent in a negotiation; at a global level, the model must provide a global coordination of all negotiations of an agent.
The fundamentals of the negotiation model are given by the following basic concepts:
A Negotiation Model is defined as a quintuple M =<T, P, N, R, O> where:
• T denotes the time of the system, assumed to be discrete, linear, and uniform (Emerson 2010); • P denotes the set of participants in the negotiation framework. The participants may be involved in one or many negotiations; • N denotes the set of negotiations that take place within the negotiation framework; • R denotes the set of policies of coordination of the negotiations that take place within the negotiation framework;
• O denotes the common ontology that consists of the set of definitions of the attributes that are used in a negotiation.
A negotiation is described at a time instance through a set of negotiation sequences.
Let Sq = {si |i ∈ N} denote the set of negotiation sequences, such that ∀ si, sj ∈ Sq, i = j implies si = sj. A negotiation sequence si ∈ Sq such that si ∈ N(t) is a succession of negotiation graphs that describe the negotiation N from the moment of its initiation and up to the time instance t. The negotiation graph created at a given time instance is an oriented graph in which the nodes describe the negotiation phases that are present at that time instance (i.e., the negotiation proposals sent up to that moment in terms of status and of attributes negotiated) and the edges express the precedence relationship between the negotiation phases.
The negotiation phase (ph) indicates a particular stage of the negotiation under consideration.
The Status is the possible state of a negotiation. This state takes one of the following values (Status ∈ {initiated, undefined, success, failure}):
• initiated-the negotiation, described in a sequence, has just been initiated; • undefined-the negotiation process for the sequence under consideration is ongoing; • success-in the negotiation process, modelled through the sequence under consideration, an agreement has been reached; • failure-the negotiation process, modelled through the sequence under consideration, resulted in a denial.
Issues is the set of attributes with associated values that describe the proposals made in a negotiation phase.
Snapshot is the set of combinations between a negotiation aspect (Status) and the information that is negotiated (Issues).
The functions status and issues return, respectively, the state (status) of a negotiation instance and the set of the attributes negotiated (issues) within a negotiation instance.
Metaphor interaction abstract machines (IAMs)
The metaphor Interaction Abstract Machines (IAMs) will be used to facilitate modelling of the evolution of a multi-attribute, multi-participant, multi-phase negotiation. In IAMs, a system consists of different entities and each entity is characterized by a state that is represented as a set of resources. It may evolve according to different laws of the following form, also called "methods": A1@ . . . @An <>-B1@ . . . @Bm A method is executed if the state of the entity contains all resources from the left side (called the "head") and, in this case, the entity may perform a transition to a new state where the old resources (A1, …, An) are replaced by the resources (B1, …, Bm) on the right side (called the "body"). All other resources of the entity that do not participate in the execution of the method are present in the new state.
The operators used in a method are:
• the operator @ assembles together resources that are present in the same state of an entity; • the operator <>indicates the transition to a new state of an entity; • the operator & is used in the body of a method to connect several sets of resources; • the symbol "T" is used to indicate an empty body.
In IAMs, an entity has the following characteristics:
• if there are two methods whose heads consist of two sets of distinct resources, then the methods may be executed in parallel; • if two methods share common resources, then a single method may be executed and the selection procedure is made in a non-deterministic manner.
In IAMs, the methods may model four types of transition that may occur to an entity: transformation, cloning, destruction and communication. Through the methods of type transformation the state of an entity is simply transformed in a new state. If the state of the entity contains all the resources of the head of a transformation method, the entity performs a transition to a new state where the head resources are replaced by the body resources of the method. Through the methods of type cloning an entity is cloned in a finite number of entities that have the same state. If the state of the entity contains all the resources of a head of a cloning method and if the body of the method contains several sets of distinct resources, then the entity is cloned several times, as determined by the num-ber of distinct sets, and each of the resulting clones suffers a transformation by replacing the head of the method with the corresponding body. In the case of a destruction of the state, the entity disappears. If the state of the entity contains all the resources of the head of a transformation method and, if the body of the method is the resource T, then the entity disappears.
In IAMs, the communication among various entities is of type broadcasting and it is represented by the symbol "ˆ". This symbol is used to the heads of the methods to predefine the resources involved in the broadcasting. These resources are inserted in the current entity and broadcasted to all the entities existent in the system, with the exception of the current entity. This mechanism of communication thus executes two synchronous operations:
• transformation: if all resources that are not predefined at the head of the method enter in collision, then the predefined resources are inserted in the entity and are immediately consumed through the application of the method; • communication: insertion of the copies of the predefined resources in all entities that are present in the system at that time instance.
Program formula
In a multi-entity system, the metaphor IAMs allows the modelling and control of the autonomous evolution process for each entity in the system. Each entity may change its state independently of others, using its own resources and the methods of its computational space. This approach allows us to model in parallel the evolution of multiple negotiation phases. By using the metaphor IAMs, the evolution of the negotiation phases, associated to the nodes of a negotiation sequence, will be managed through different methods that are put together in a Program Formula (PF). Program Formula of a negotiation sequence s-PF(s)-represents the set of the methods used to manage the evolution of the sequence s. In our negotiation model, a negotiation phase is connected to the set of snapshots of the negotiation status and of the instants of the attributes negotiated that are present in a node of the negotiation graph. In this way, to specify not only the information regarding the negotiation state and the attributes values but also the actions that will contribute to the evolution of the negotiation, we model the nodes of a graph of the negotiation sequence as sets of particles, called negotiation atoms. Therefore, a negotiation atom, denoted atom(s, ph), is a set of resources, called particles, that describe the negotiation state in terms of the negotiation sequence s for the negotiation stage ph.
We defined in this way five types of particles: representation particles, event particles, message particles, control particles, and computational particles. In our negotiation model, a negotiation sequence keeps, in the nodes of the graphs, sets of snapshots, images that a participant has about the negotiation status and about the attributes that are negotiated in the current sequence as well as in all other sequences for which there is a distribution of information.
This information is modelled within the negotiation process as representation particles that are described by three parameters (Name, S, and I):
• Name is defined by concatenation of the identifiers of the participants with the sequence under consideration (e.g., pjsj). • S takes values in the set Status = {initiated, undefined, success, failure}. This value corresponds to the value returned by the function status(). • I takes values in the set Issues of the negotiated attributes with the associated values. This value corresponds to the value returned by the function issues().
In this way, a representation particle of an atom, associated to a sequence s for a phase ph, is a snapshot of the sequence s for the phase ph. To provide a detailed description of the negotiation sequences involved in a negotiation phase, we define the following particles:
• localr(Name, S, I): local representation particle. This particle holds the local snapshot of the current sequence; • extr(Name, S, I): external representation particle. This particle holds the external snapshot that describes the modality in which another sequence perceives the same negotiation phase; • firstr(Name, S, I): external negotiation particle. This particle holds the external snapshot associated to the sequence that generated the current sequence.
In this way, a new node of a negotiation sequence may be described through a set of representation particles that are part of the same atom.
The particles event specify the types of transitions used by IAMs in terms of the message types that are exchanged within a negotiation.
A particle event is described by three parameters:
• Id identifies the atom to be cloned;
• New_id identifies the newly created atom;
• Msg contains the negotiation message with data that will contribute to the evolution of the negotiation in the newly created atom.
To facilitate the identification of both the cloning operation and of the direction in which the new negotiation atom will evolve, we propose four particles event: clone_propose, clone_accept, clone_reject, and clone_create.
The particles clone_propose (Id, New_id, Msg), clone_ accept(Id, New_id, Msg) , and clone_reject (Id, New_id, Msg) are modeling an event that signals the existence of a new negotiation message of type propose, of type accept, and of type reject, respectively.
The particle clone_create (Id, New_id, Msg) models an event that signals the existence of a new negotiation message that announces creation of a new sequence for the current negotiation.
The particles message model the messages sent to allow their processing in terms of their interpretations in a typical negotiation process.
The particles message have the following parameters:
• Rname and New_r_name are identifiers of the sequence that generates the message and of a new sequence that is invited to negotiation, respectively. • Content represents the content of the message which is a proposal regarding the negotiation task. • Type represents an identifier of the new coordination policy that satisfies a certain pattern and that must be managed by the sequence invited to negotiation.
We propose four types of message particles: propose, accept, reject, and create. The particle propose(Rname, Content) signals the existence of a new proposal in the negotiation process, and the particles accept(Rname) and reject(Rname) signal the existence of an acceptance of a proposal and the existence of a denial of a proposal, respectively. The proposal to accept and, respectively, to deny was sent by a participant in the negotiation through the sequence Rname.
The particle create(New_r_name, Type) signals the existence of a new sequence that is part of the current negotiation phase and that is identified by New_r_name.
To properly formulate a coherent execution of a negotiation process, we introduced the control particles.
These particles have several functions in the computation space of a negotiation sequence:
• an identification function (e.g., name(Id)) that identifies the negotiation atoms by specifying an unique value to the parameter Id for each atom. This unique value allows only to the specified atom to consume various events introduced in the system that are addressed to this atom; • a limitation function (e.g., start(), enable(), freeze(), waiting()) that introduces the concept of control over the methods that may induce errors in negotiation. This type of particles limits the number of methods that may be executed in a given state. In this manner, we may establish a proper succession in the execution of certain methods. For example, we will use the particles enable and freeze to favour the methods to consume the events and to consume the messages, respectively. Through the aid of these two methods we will introduce a well-defined order in the negotiation process, first the creation of a negotiation atom and, second, the evolution of the negotiation phase in this newly created atom; • a notification function (e.g., stop(Accord), ready (Accord)).
Description of the negotiation process
According to our approach regarding the negotiation, the participants to a negotiation may propose offers and each participant may decide in an autonomous manner to stop a negotiation either by accepting or by rejecting the offer received. Also, depending on its role in a negotiation, a participant may invite new participants to the negotiation. To model this type of negotiation, we will make use of the previously defined particles and we will propose the methods to manage the evolution of these particles. Through the use of the metaphor IAMs, the evolutions of the negotiation phases correspond to the evolutions at the atoms level. The evolution may be regarded as a process consisting of two stages: a cloning operation of the atom existent in the initial stage and a transformation operation within the cloned atom to allow for the new negotiation phase. The cloning operation is expressed by a set of methods involving the particles event and these methods are used to facilitate the evolution of the negotiation. We propose the following methods associated to the particles event to model the cloning of an atom where new message particles are introduced:
• The method Propose is associated to the particle event clone_propose (Id, New_id, Msg) and models the introduction of a new proposal (clone_propose) by one of the participants to the negotiation. This method is expressed:
The atom identified by the particle name(Id) is cloned. The new proposal contained in the particle propose (Rname, Content) will be introduced in the new atom name(New_id).
• The method Accept is associated to the event particle clone_accept (Id, New_id, Msg) and models the case when one of the participants sent a message indicating acceptance (clone_accept) of an older proposal. This method is expressed: @ clone_accept (I d, N ew_I d, Msg) <>-(enable @ name(I d) ) & ( f reeze @ name(N ew_I d)
The atom identified by the name (Id) is cloned. The message to accept that is contained in the particle accept(Rname) will be introduced in the new atom name (New_id).
• The method Reject is associated to the event particle clone_reject (Id, New_id, Msg) and models the denial of an older proposal (clone_reject) made by one of the participants. This method is expressed: @ clone_reject (I d, N ew_I d 
The atom identified by the particle name(Id) is cloned. The message of denial contained in the particle reject(Rname) will be introduced in the new atom name(New_ id).
• The method Create is associated to the event particle clone_create (Id, New_id, Msg) . This method models the invitation of a new sequence (clone_create) made by one of the participants toward the distribution of the newly created negotiation phase. This method is expressed:
The atom identified by the particle name(Id) is cloned and a particle create(Rname, Type) is introduced in the new atom name(New_ id) that will subsequently generate a new representation particle for the new sequence that is participating to the negotiation.
The particles message participate to transformation methods that change the negotiation phase of an atom by replacing the representation particles of the negotiation sequences involved in the generation or in the receiving of the messages that are exchanged.
Next we propose the following transformation methods:
• The transformation method associated to the particle propose(Rname, Content) contributes to the local evolution of a negotiation phase regarding the status and the attributes negotiated. This evolution takes place by replacing, in the existing atom, all representation particles that are involved (depending on the method) with the new particles that have the status changed to undefined, and the set of the negotiated attributes (Issues) contains the new proposal expressed in the Content of the message particle.
f reeze @ localr(Rname1, S1, I 1) @ extr(Rname, S2, I 1) @ propose(Rname, Content) <>-enable@ localr(Rname1, unde f ined, I ) @ extr(Rname, unde f ined, I )
• The transformation method associated to a particle accept(Rname) leads to the local evolution of a negotiation phase regarding the status. The evolution is made by replacing, in the existing atom, the representation particles involved with the new particles whose status has been changed from initiated or undefined to success :
f reeze @ localr(Rname1, S1, I 1)
@ extr(Rname, S2, I 1) @ accept (Rname) <>localr (Rname1, success, I 1) @ extr (Rname, success, I 1) • The transformation method associated to a particle reject(Rname). This is similar to the method of particle accept(Rname), the distinction being that the evolution of the negotiation phase is made through modifying the status of the representation particles involved from initiated or undefined to failure: f reeze @ localr(Rname1, S1, I 1)
@ extr(Rname, S2, I 1)
@ reject (Rname) <>localr(Rname1, f ail, I 1)
@ extr(Rname, f ail, I 1)
• The transformation method associated to a particle create(New_r_name, Type) contributes to the evolution of a negotiation phase regarding the number of the sequences that participate to this negotiation phase. This evolution is made by introducing in the corresponding atom a new representation particle:
f reeze @ cr eate(Rname, t ype) <>extr(Rname, init, ∅) @ enable
As soon as this sequence is invited to the negotiation, its status is initiated and its set of the negotiated attributes is the empty set.
The evolution of all negotiation atoms and the negotiation phases take place in parallel.
To model the coordination of the execution of the negotiation process perceived within a sequence, we used the communication mechanism among the existing negotiations. This type of particles that are part of the communication process among different negotiation atoms communicate to all negotiation atoms a certain result.
In the negotiation processes, the messages hold metainformation regarding the content of the messages that describe the proposals in terms of the value of different attributes of the negotiation object. To handle the negotiation proposals we use the concept of "raw" computation introduced within IAMs. We assume that each of the atoms implicitly contains in its state particles for processing different proposals in terms of mathematical operations or of strings manipulations.
Methodology-based negotiation for sustainability of EI
In the proposed scenario, a conflict occurs in a network of enterprises, threatening to jeopardize the interoperability of the entire system. The first step consists in identifying the Enterprise Interoperability issue. The following steps refer to analyse the problem, evaluate possible solutions and select the optimal solution. The proposed solution for conflict resolution is reaching a mutual agreement through negotiation. The benefit of this approach is the possibility to reach a much more stable solution, unanimously accepted, in a shorter period of time.
The design and coordination of the negotiation process must take into consideration:
• Timing (the time for the negotiation process will be preset); • The set of participants to the negotiation process (which can be involved simultaneous in one or more bilateral negotiations); • The set of simultaneous negotiations on the same negotiation object, which must follow a set of coordination policies/ rules; • The set of coordination policies established by a certain participant and focused on a series of bilateral negotiations; • Strategy/decision algorithm responsible for proposals creation; • The common ontology, consisting of a set of definitions of the attributes used in negotiation.
The negotiation process begins when one of the enterprises initiate a negotiation proposal towards another enterprise, on a chosen negotiation object. We name this enterprise the Initiating Enterprise (E1). This enterprise also selects the negotiation partners and sets the negotiation conditions (for example sets the timing for the negotiation). The negotiation partners are represented by all enterprises on which the proposed change has an impact. We assume this information is available to E1 (if not, the first step would consist in a simple negotiation in which all enterprises are invited to participate at the negotiation of the identified solution. The enterprises which are impacted will accept the negotiation).
After the selection of invited enterprises (E2 …En), E1 starts bilateral negotiations with each guest enterprise by sending of a first proposal. For all these bilateral negotiations, E1 sets a series of coordination policies/rules (setting the conditions for the mechanism of creation and acceptance of proposals) and a negotiation object/framework (NO/NF), setting the limits of solutions acceptable for E1. Similarly, invited enterprises set their own series of coordination policies and a negotiation object/framework for the ongoing negotiation.
After the first offer sent by E1, each invited enterprise has the possibility to accept, reject or send a counter offer. On each offer sent, participating enterprises, from E1 to E2 …En follow the same algorithm:
Algorithm: Pseudo code representation of the negotiation process Inputs: Enterprises E1 …En Outputs: The possible state of a negotiation: success, failure
The proposed framework implements the foundations for EI, relying on principles that allow interoperability to become reinforced. The first step is to model the basic foundations (services and infrastructure) of the framework in a MDA CIM which defines the negotiation concepts (e.g., the IAM states), then transform it into a Platform-Independent Model (PIM) to achieve a higher independence of external factors and to have a clear model of the negotiation partners' model. This PIM may afterwards be transformed for each negotiation partner into its Platform-Specific Model (PSM) set of clouddeployed services.
By using Model-Driven Interoperability (MDI), a CIM model is created consisting on shared understanding regarding concepts, business models, semantic reasoning, and related aspects of the negotiating parties (e.g., agreed term meanings, negotiation behaviours), which is then transformed into a corresponding PIM where semantic ontologies are defined, and furthermore, to each negotiation partner's specific PSM databases and services ). This way, any interoperability change should be reflected in the corresponding model and thus be able to be assimilated by the other parties (Cretan et al. 2013) , as represented on Fig. 2 . Figure 2 describes the architecture of the proposed framework for sustainability of EI. Sustainability here is stated in the sense of providing the interoperability environment means to be more robust and self-contained, relying more on transparency and knowledge than on assumptions and suppositions. The basic steps that support this sustainabil- Fig. 2 The architecture of the framework for sustainability of EI ity are a consistent model-driven development, together with the extensive usage of a reference ontology, resultant from the harmonisation of the concepts and relationships existing on the various entities intervenient on the business environment. In both of these basilar foundations for the proposed framework, there is an even more important concept that is transversal to the whole framework, which is negotiation. Negotiation, performed using the concepts defined on "Negotiation coordination model" section, models and shapes the MDI levels that are the fundaments for the interoperability in the business environment, and is used for the definition and refinement of the reference ontology. The modeldriven environment results into the definition of a set of services that implement the interoperable environment. The resulting infrastructure is hosted by a SaaS business paradigm, ensuring the handling of all heterogeneity issues (e.g., communications, syntax, session, data) of the basic Middleware level of the framework, on top of which a richer set of services (Coordination Services level) shall be built. These services perform complex activities like Transaction Management, the definition and management of the negotiation data model, storage and management of the negotiation data and business states which implement the model rules.
Regarding the information exchange, behaviour and other aspects of the interoperability itself, the proposed framework is built using the popular, simple, flexible and robust services in SOA. In order to manage the issues regarding size and scalability, the SOA platform for the framework is implemented on top of a cloud-based system.
Actually, data access, its models and data exchange can also be a problem for interoperability. Negotiation parameters, ontologies and other entities rely on data modelling, specification and consistency and therefore the best way to define the data models and the data exchange is to use a standard. In this case the selected solution is to model the data for databases and data access using the ISO10303 STEP and EXPRESS language specification, enriched by a proper reference ontology. The database infrastructure, as well as the whole model-driven framework infrastructure shall be implemented over cloud, using an IaaS platform.
Business case scenario for framework validation
This paper is being validated by its implementation in the scope of EU co-funded FP7 project TIMBUS (TIMBUS Fig. 3 Acquisition of business knowledge metadata 2013). TIMBUS stands for "Digital Preservation for Timeless Business Processes and Services", and focuses on having resilient business processes, based on metadata information stored in business ontologies. In order to maintain the business continuity of an enterprise, TIMBUS has the objective to ensure continued access to services and business assets, providing processes and methods for digitally preserving business processes. It includes a flexible and extensible software architecture, intelligent tools and technologies for performing the major functionalities of business and knowledge capturing, analysis and maintenance, preservation and storage of the information and meta-information, and future redeployment of the stored information to knowledge.
Digital Preservation, as an academic discipline and organisational practice aims to ensure the availability of information over a long period of time. It is essentially motivated by business and legal risks incurred by information loss or damage. On the other hand, Risk Management is traditionally addressed as a management discipline, performed typically in an isolated fashion within organisations, lacking the perspective on business processes. The proposed solution undertaken by the TIMBUS project extends the traditional digital preservation approaches as it introduces the need to analyse and sustain accessibility to business processes and the supporting services, aligning preservation actions with enterprise risk management (ERM) and business continuity management (BCM) activities.
The main innovation of TIMBUS project is therefore its focus on risk assessment based digital preservation of business processes, thus not only bringing together but also advancing traditional digital preservation, risk management and business process management disciplines. Preservation is often considered as a set of activities carried out in isolation within a single domain, without of taking into account the dependencies of third-party services, information and capabilities that will be necessary to validate digital information in the future. Existing DP solutions focus on more simple data objects which are static in nature. The unique aspect of TIMBUS is that it is attempting to advance state of the art by figuring out how more complex digital objects can be preserved and later restored in the same or different environments.
The proposed solution that is therefore based on two premises: Acquisition of business knowledge and risk management.
The initial step, Acquisition of business knowledge, concerns determining, capturing, modelling and indexing business knowledge into an information system, which is a very challenging task. The information model needs to be flexible enough to handle the heterogeneity in concepts and business information, able to comprise information from a business environment consisting in multiple systems, computers and other devices, people and other sources of information.
The proposed approach is to have an open architecture which is able to expand its ability to contact these information sources. In this sense it is able to retrieve information with more or less human intervention (i.e., although it is capable to access the information sources directly, it must be also able to receive information retrieved by other tools or by human intervention, this is relevant to handle some tricky security problems and to enhance confidence on the target systems). The proposed method is to develop generic extraction mechanisms, ones which are able to attach numerous specifically implemented extractors or adapters, which then are able to retrieve correctly the information. This information will then, in the scope of the same project, subject to risk analysis and treatment. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the Context Acquisition module, which works in a multi-agent system (MaS) paradigm, with dedicated and tailored agents extracting business metadata from the target environment. A central acquisition module gathers the inputs from the multiple agents running on heterogeneous operating systems, environments and platforms, legacy systems and records and business tacit knowledge captured by questionnaires and interviews, reasons these inputs, and models and stores the data into the information system.
The proposed organisation of the stored metadata is to store concepts and relationships into an ontology that properly consolidates this information, supported by a database to persist the remaining specific data. The schema for the central information system (known as Business Information Context) was defined and tailored in a modelling reference ontology, which was considered the best to capture all relevant aspects of an organization and its IT systems, considered the most proper way for storing the data and relating it to the ontology concepts.
As each business has its specificities, the ontologies are very diverse and are prone to several misinterpretations. To a particular business partner who is a furniture provider, the concept of a gate is totally different from a software provider, or from an electronics provider. Even in the same business, when defining concepts and requirements it is common to have slight differences in knowledge; this is where the proposed platform presents its added-value, enabling negotiation mechanisms and strategies to harmonise the ontologies representing business knowledge.
The project is being validated in multiple industrial business cases, like one for civil engineering dam management for the Portuguese National Laboratory for Civil Engineering (LNEC).
Business Context metadata is therefore captured by multiple sources (e.g., software agents, surveys and interviews, databases). However, this operation needs to reflect the continuous changes in the business environment, hence besides baselining the information capture, a module shall periodically (or on-demand) access the business environment, comparing the current state with the baselined metadata, and updating it into subsequent baselines.
Each of the retrieved concepts shall then need to be validated by the whole system, and this action frequently generates numerous conflicts, with multiple different semantic interpretations of the same concept, or different procedures and methods to define it. Negotiation in this scenario is then an essential tool to enable the central knowledge ontology to be developed. The proposed framework's need and applicability can then be validated by analysing a set of indicators, such as the amount of different terminologies and processes that need to be harmonised, the amount, effort and cost of the rework happening due to semantic mis-alignment before and after the application of the framework, the amount of time spent on harmonising these semantic issues with and without formal negotiation, the advantages in amount of time and cost of having a rich historic record of previous negotiations and negotiation steps and resulting outcomes.
The application of the proposed interoperability framework to TIMBUS used the negotiation strategies specified in the above proposed interoperability framework to allow each ontology element to be classified and related with the other ontology terms, thus contributing to the proper development of the project's reference ontology.
Conclusions and future work
This paper proposes an intelligent negotiation framework to manage parallel and concurrent negotiations in order to achieve and maintain the interoperability between the organisations' systems and applications by harmonising its related ontologies and knowledge through negotiation, and its validation in an industrial scenario developed under the Enterprise Information Systems concept. The adoption of cloudcomputing allows this procedure to be based on seamless services, accessible by everyone in any part of the network.
Currently, interoperability among the involved parties in a negotiation is often not reached or maintained due to failure in adapting to new requirements, parties or conditions. The use of an adaptive platform as proposed results in a seamless, sustainable interoperability, which favours its maintenance across time. The ability to reach and interoperate with more parties leads to new business opportunities and to stronger and healthier interactions. The sequence of this research shall comprise the completion of this framework with a contract management process and a renegotiation mechanism.
